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MEDIUM ARITLLERY WITH DUAL SERVICE CARRIAGE

Mr. Churchill said "On tho six-mile front of attack we had a

25-pounder gun or better to every 23 yards." "Or better" meant the

4.5, which is a medium gun, and the 5.5 which is also a medium gun;
either of these will fit the common 4.5/5.5 carriage.

At the beginning of the war the Germans outclassed us in medium

artillery* Stops taken to redress this situation were well under my
when Dunkirk came. After that event,., tho British Army had to ho

almost completely re-equipped with field artillery* Second place lad

to he allotted to medium artillery for the time being* Then followed

tho opening of the Blitz on Britain maiding even more pressing demands

for anti-aircraft weaponsc

Ultimately it ms found possible to give further careful study
and to earn/ out oxen ting experiments which resulted in the production
of tho 4.5/5.5 coupled with a dual service gun carriage* The details

of these weapons can now he disclosed,.

Tho first of the guns* the B.L.4.5", has well justified tho

time spent on its planning,. It has a high muzzle velocity and amply
moots the requirements of modem warfare* At ranges up to 20,500 yards

with a. projectile of 55-lbs., it is highly effective both as a lethal

instrument and against earthworks. Mobility being an essential fantor,

tho weight was kept down as low as possible, consistent with strength.

It weighs 16,048-lbs* for gun and carriage. The comparable German

weapon had now lost its prestige, for its performance was the

projection of a 33.5-lb. shell (against 55-lbs .) at a range of 20,800

with weight only a fraction less.

The second piece, the B.L.5.5" Gun has likewise proved itself a

valuable ally* It can throw a
100-lb. projectile with devastating

effect at a maximum, range of over 8 miles exceeding its German counterpart

by nearly 1,500 yards.

Conservation of material had also to ho carefully maintained,
and this presented another obstacle. Guns could ho destroyed in -war

with their carriages loft intact, or vice versa. Ordnance experts therefore

set themselves to the task of designing a carriage •which would he equally
available for either the B.L.4.5" or the 8«L,5*5" Homtsor-G-un, This was

no easy problem, for a common factor had to ho arrived at between the

actions of two pieces of ordnance,, The dual service carriage, fully

pneumatised, finally passed its tests, and it then' became possible to
go

ahead with its “production on the scale necessary to equip our army and

our lilies with suitable medium artillery*
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